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Abstract 
Multimedia conferencing is an important new telecommunications service, and one of the 
requirements in this area is support for cooperative work. The approach taken in this paper 
is to provide such support by extending standard DBMS functionality. The conceptual foun
dation for this extension is Spheres of Control. These are used to introduce nesting of data
bases, and thus subdatabases, which serve as a means for cooperative work. Subdatabases 
can be dynamically created, and may be nested to arbitrary depths. Transactions that are al
lowed to visit a subdatabase, perform their work on behalf of the owner of the subdatabase. 
This gives rise to user friendly and easy to understand semantics. Subdatabases can be im
plemented by means of moderate extensions to standard locking schemes. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Multimedia conferencing is an important new telecommunications service (Schiefloe and 
Syvertsen 1993). The term covers a multitude of scenarios where two or more people com
municate with each other by means of e.g. voice, text, graphics, and video. While voice 
and video are often just information streams transmitted to all participants, typically so that 
they can hear and see each other, there is a demand for mechanisms that allow cooperative 
work on such media as text and graphics. One of the challenges facing the telecommunica
tions industry is how to support cooperative work in a robust and reliable way, while at the 
same time providing user-friendly interfaces that nonspecialists are able to understand and 
manipulate. 

In order to allow cooperative work on text and graphics, it is natural to consider using a 
DBMS as a basic building block providing facilities for data storage and retrieval. Advan
tages of DBMSs are well known, and include data independence, data sharing, concurrent 
access to data in a controlled fashion, recoverability, and more (Date 1990, Elmasri and Na
vathe 1989). However, standard database transaction management uses flat transactions 
with ACID properties (Gray and Reuter 1993) which were developed to support short, 
atomic transactions, e.g. for banking and airline reservation applications. As is well docu
mented in the research literature, the classical transaction model is unsuitable for coopera
tive work, see e.g. (Conradi et al 1995, Kaiser 1990, Kirsche et al 1994, Korth and Speegle 
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1990, Kumar and Wong 1993, Leu et al1992, Lynch 1983, Nodine and Zdonik 1992, 
Rauft et al 1990, Sriram et al 1992). Alternative transaction models are usually aimed at 
professionals, for example CAD or CASE specialists or expert programmers. A good exam
ple of this tendency can be found e.g. in (Nodine et al 1992), where user-defined correct
ness for transaction interleaving must be specified by means of patterns and conflicts. 

A teleservice for cooperative work should ideally be so user-friendly that any customer 
who are familiar with PCs or workstations and understand the application domain in ques
tion, should be able to use that teleservice with minimal prior training. Concurrency control 
and recovery must be provided by the system. In particular, recovery should not be done 
by means of compensating transactions, since that would place a heavy burden on the us
ers. The mechanisms described in this paper have been designed with these goals in mind. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents concepts and 
techniques. Section 3 gives an example of how subdatabases may be used to support coop
erative work. Section 4 discusses correctness issues. Section 5 contains my conclusions. 

2 CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES 

An important concept underpinning transactions is that of Sphere of Control (SOC) (Davies 
1978, Wachter and Reuter 1992). Gray and Reuter (1993) put it thus: ''The key concept for 
this was proposed in the early 1970s and actually triggered the subsequent development of 
the transaction paradigm: the notion of spheres of control." The SOC concept is quite gener
al and transactions are just a special case. According to (ibid) "any system that wants to em
ploy the idea of spheres of control must be structured into a hierarchy of abstract data 
types". As a consequence, I/0 operations, subroutine invocations, the execution of SQL 
statements, the insertion of index entries, etc, should all be seen as being enclosed in 
SOCs. The details of this is not important in this context, just the observation that SOCs 
naturally form hierarchies corresponding to various levels of abstraction. 

Another important observation is that SOCs can be dynamically created, of which the 
just mentioned references give several examples. This paper tries to capitalize on this as 
well as on the possibility of dynamically altering properties of already existing SOCs. This 
gives rise to, among other things, subdatabases which can enable interesting patterns of co
operation, and may be seen as an attempt at bringing more of the power of SOCs into the 
realm of transactions. Thus, the point is not to abandon transactions for SOCs, but to draw 
more from the conceptual foundation upon which transactions are built. 

It is assumed in the following that concurrency control on behalf of transactions is imple
mented by means of locking. It will also be assumed that transaction nesting is supported. 
The latter is not necessary, but goes more naturally together with nested databases than flat 
transactions. The reader should note that when a transaction holds a lock on a set of data 
items, it can be said to have a SOC enclosing this set. It follows that a transaction - which 
is a SOC in itself - can control multiple other SOCs; its subtransactions as well as the 
SOCs established by its locks. When necessary, SOCs will be qualified as being transaction 
SOCs or data SOCs, respectively. Using the same mode of reasoning, one can easily justify 
regarding a database as a SOC, too (a SOC that's controlled by the DBMS). As will be 
elaborated below, these observations are important for the approach to cooperative work 
presented here. 

The execution of a nested transaction may be viewed as a dynamically developing hierar
chy of SOCs. Initially, a root node is created. If the root spawns any subtransactions, new 
SOCs are created below (or inside, depending on the adopted view) the root SOC. Whenev
er a transaction wants to access or manipulate data, a data SOC covering the relevant sub
set of the database must first be acquired. Corresponding to the two basic lock modes, such 
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data SOCs come in two basic flavours; read SOCs and write SOCs. The latter are more in
teresting in this context, and will be referred to as WSOCs. Some relationships between da
tabase, transactions, and WSOCs are illustrated in figure 1. 

( DBMS ) External agent 

Database 

wsoc 

Figure 1 Each transaction controls zero or more WSOCs. Top level 
transactions are controlled by external agents (humans, 
scheduling systems, or something else). The database is 
controlled by a DBMS. A WSOC always covers a subset of 
a database. Since WSOCs are implemented by means of 
write locks, they never overlap with each other. 

What happens when transactions commit is illustrated in figure 2. Notice in particular 
the difference between subtransaction and top level transaction (TL T) commitment. The re
sults of a subtransaction will be durable only if and when its TLT commits. It is therefore 
necessary to continue to maintain the WSOC of a subtransaction after its commitment, 
which is achieved by handing the WSOC over to the parent transaction (corresponding to 
counter-inheritance of locks at the implementation level). The results of a TLT, on the oth
er hand, must be durable and are therefore no longer subject to rollback. Moreover, every
thing enclosed in the WSOC of the committed TLT should now be made available to other 
transactions. Thus, the WSOC of a committed TL T is simply removed. 

2.1 Databases as SOCs 

A crucial observation at this point is that a WSOC may be regarded as a special case of a 
database. Both are SOCs enclosing sets of data items, and both are used to control who is 
allowed to manipulate the enclosed data. One could say that a WSOC establishes a single 
user database where no transaction but the WSOC holder has access, and that this is why 
no concurrency control is necessary inside a WSOC. The idea upon which this paper is 
built, is to allow a WSOC to be dynamically converted to a database SOC at the will of the 
owning transaction. In doing so, the transaction in question creates a subdatabase, and can 
decide exactly which transactions should be allowed to access that subdatabase, and in 
which access modes. The subdatabase can be converted back to a WSOC when no transac
tions are active inside it, and the holding transaction has control over if and when the con
tents of the subdatabase is committed to the enclosing database. 
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( DBMS ) (External agent) 

Database 

Figure 2 Starting from the situation in figure 1, this would be the 
situation after commitment of Tll and T2. Tll committed 
to its parent Tl, meaning in particular that Tl now con
trols the WSOC that Tll established (reflecting the lack of 
durability of results of subtransactions). T2 was a top lev
el transaction, and its WSOC is simply removed after com
mitment. 

Some of this is illustrated in figure 3, where the situation is such that the owner of T2 
has decided to cooperate with the owner of Tl on the data that used to be enclosed by T2's 
WSOC. By converting it into a subdatabase, T2 has created a SOC inside which only the 
owners of T1 and T2 may spawn (sub)transactions. They have spawned Tl' and T21, re
spectively. These (sub)transactions must establish WSOCs (or read SOCs) in order to per
form any data manipulation within the subdatabase, which means that their activities can be 
coordinated by the DBMS by means of the same locking protocols employed in the domain 
of the ordinary database. The latter is important, because it means that no extra concurren
cy control mechanisms need be in place in order for a DBMS to support subdatabases. 
However, it also means that concurrent execution cannot take place inside a subdatabase 
whose size is equal to the smallest unit of locking (because any WSOC established in such 
a subdatabase would cover its entire domain). A subdatabase of such small size may still 
be useful, since it would allow two or more transactions to work on the contents of the sub
database in a serial fashion, without the subdatabase owner ever giving up his/her transac
tional control over the data in question (work done by visiting transactions can be rolled 
back by the subdatabase owner if he/she is not satisfied). 

2.2 Further nesting 

Any WSOC may at any time be converted to a subdatabase. Write operations within the do
main of subdatabases must be protected by WSOCs, and there is no reason why such a 
WSOC could not also be converted to a subdatabase, which would create a subdatabase 
within a subdatabase. Creation of subdatabases may continue this way to arbitrary depths 
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(External agent) 

Database 

Figure 3 This would be the situation after n has converted its 
WSOC into a subdatabase and both Tl' and 'nl have 
been established with WSOCs inside the subdatabase thus 
created. 

(subject only to implementation limits). For example, both Tl' and n1 of figure 3 may 
convert their WSOCs into subdatabases in order to cooperate with others on modifying the 
data in question. 

2.3 Commit protocols 

We saw above that a committing subtransaction hands its WSOCs over to its parent transac
tion, while a committing TL T hands its WSOCs over to the database after which they disap
pear. This rule must now be generalized: A transaction with an external parent must com
mit its WSOCs to its immediately enclosing (sub)database, otherwise it should commit its 
WSOCs to its parent. External parent should here be interpreted as a controlling agent im
mediately over the transaction in question that is external to the (sub)database of the latter. 
In figure 3 transactions Tl, n, Tl ', and 'nl all have external parents. Thus, when e.g. Tl' 
commits, its WSOC will be handed over to the subdatabase and cease to exist. If, however, 
Tl' spawns a child transaction, that child will commit to Tl' since they both work in the 
domain of the same subdatabase. A possible improvement would be to let a visiting transac
tion commit to the subdatabase owner rather than directly to the subdatabase. This would 
give subdatabase owners more control, and is discussed in (Anfindsen 1996b). 

2.4 User sets 

A transaction that converts a WSOC into a subdatabase must be able to control who is al
lowed to perform what kind of data manipulation in the subdatabase domain. This can be 
achieved by specifying one or more user sets whenever a WSOC is converted to a subdata
base. A user set is simply a set of user-IDs, with which is associated a privilege. The latter 
determines what kind of data SOCs a member of the user set is permitted to establish with
in the domain of the subdatabase. In particular, a subdatabase owner may want to create 
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one user set for those who may acquire read SOCs and another for those who may acquire 
WSOCs, thus distinguishing between readers and writers. With more access modes than 
just R and W (Anfindsen 1995), additional user sets may be desirable. User set members 
may be inserted and removed dynamically by subdatabase owners. 

2.5 Implementation 

Given that concurrency control is carried out by means of locking, subdatabases can be im
plemented simply by introducing a new lock mode, henceforth referred to as DB. Convert
ing a W lock to a DB lock establishes a subdatabase inside which data manipulation re
quires ordinary locks to have been acquired. Only the DB lock holder and members of the 
user sets are allowed to acquire locks inside the domain of a DB lock. 

A DB lock has exactly the same compatibility relationships to other lock modes as has 
W. Thus, it is never necessary to delay or reject a request to convert a W lock to DB. How
ever, conversion from DB back to W can only take place if no ordinary locks are held in 
the domain of the DB lock. On the other hand, such a conversion is never necessary, al
though it might result in a performance gain. A transaction that wants to have its subdataba
se to itself, can simply remove all other user-IDs from the user sets of that subdatabase. 

3 EXAMPLE 

Consider a distributed multimedia conference where the participants need to produce a doc
ument. It would of course be possible for them to use stand-alone PCs and then merge 
word processor files at the end. However, that limits the potential level of cooperation 
among participants, and it would be much better if they could all work on a single docu
ment. This is only feasible if the teleservice can provide (1) concurrency control, (2) ade
quate recovery options, (3) support for cooperative work, and (4) a user-friendly interface 
to this functionality. The below example shows that nested databases make that possible. 

Let's say there are five participants ( P 1 through P5), that it's decided that P 1 should 
write part I of the document (in addition to having the overall responsibility), that P2 
should write part 2, and that the remaining three participants should work together on part 
3 (with P3 having the main responsibility for this subtask). To keep the example simple, 
let's also say that parts I and 2 can be written in isolation, and that only part 3 is the one 
that requires cooperation, and to which everyone must have read access. Assuming that the 
word processor(s) being used has been properly integrated with the DBMS, P 1 can (1) cre
ate a new subdatabase that will contain the entire document, (2) divide it into three parts, 
and (3) define the appropriate user sets, simply by clicking at menu options and filling in 
some simple forms (e.g. to name the parts and specify user set members). The participant 
who is to coordinate the development of part 3 of the document (let's say P3), can with 
equal ease convert part 3 into a second level subdatabase, and define P4 and P5 as mem
bers of its write set. 

A typical situation is shown in figure 4. Each participant has his or her own TLT: Tl be
longs toP 1, T2 belongs to P2, etc. Each person has established a WSOC to be able to per
form updates (i.e., do the actual writing). Pl and P3 have established read SOCs in part 3 
of the document, in order to look at more or less completed work (draft sections, say). If 
for example P3 discovers that he needs help from P4 in completing a particular section, he 
has two options: (I) commit T31 in order to free T31 's WSOC, after which P4 can access 
the pertinent section in "write mode" (in which case the DBMS, completely transparent to 
the user, will receive the necessary information from the word processor to figure out that a 
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DBMS 

Database 
n 
~ WSOC (for some other document) 

WSOC for part 2 
of document 

Read SOC 

Read SOC 

WSOC for subset of 
part 3 of document 

WSOC for part 1 
of document 

WSOC for subset of 
part 3 of document 

WSOC for subset of 
part 3 of document 

Figure 4 Use of subdatabases in support of cooperative work on a 
document. External agents controlling the top-level trans
actions are not shown. Any part of the document not cur
rently covered by a WSOC, can be read by any of the mul
timedia conference participants, exemplified by the read 
SOCs of Tll and T31. 
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W lock must be acquired), or (2) convert T31 's WSOC into a (3rd level) subdatabase in
side which P3 and P4 may then both concurrently work. 

3.1 Remarks 

The above example is only meant to be illustrative, and has been made as simple as possi
ble. In more realistic multimedia conference scenarios participants may want to bring along 
word processor files on diskettes, and then cooperate on integrating those files into a single 
document. Or they may work together on graphics rather than plain text, or use a coopera
tive CAD tool, or have shared and controlled access to a common electronic white board as 
a means of communication (in addition to voice and video). However, the main difference 
between the various teleservices needed to support such scenarios has to do with the user 
interfaces and the client applications; as long as the shared data repository is managed by a 
DBMS that supports nested databases, the just described mode of cooperation is possible. 

4 CORRECTNESS 

4.1 Concurrency control 

To my knowledge, there is no universally agreed upon correctness criterion for cooperative 
transaction schedules, and many approaches to cooperation are based on user-defined cor
rectness criteria (Elmagarmid 1992). It is however possible to define a general correctness 
criterion for schedules that involve nested databases. This is due to the following observa
tion. A transaction at an arbitrary level in the database nesting hierarchy sees a single 
schedule only; the one of which it is a part. This is so because the transaction in question is 
"unaware" of anything outside its own subdatabase, and because any subdatabases at the 
next lower level cannot be distinguished from ordinary WSOCs. Given that serializability 
is the standard correctness criterion for ordinary DBMSs (Bernstein et al 1987), a very natu
ral correctness criterion in this context is therefore as follows: a nested database schedule is 
correct if and only if all transactions at all levels see themselves as part of serializable 
schedules. In other words: the schedule in each subdatabase must be serializable. I shall re
fer to this as nested serializability (NSR). 

That the mechanisms described in this paper ensure NSR can be proved as follows (2PL 
means two-phase locking, and guarantees serializability for ordinary nonnested schedules 
(Eswaran et al 1976)): 

2PL ensures serializability of schedules in all leaf databases. 
The DB lock of a leaf database is just a W lock with added semantics from the 
point of view of the next level database. Thus, 2PL ensures serializability of sched
ules at this level too. 
It follows by induction that 2PL in all (sub)databases ensures serializability on all 
levels, which by definition implies NSR. 

4.2 Recoverability 

Most DBMSs use a strict version of 2PL (basically keeping (write) locks until commit) be
cause that ensures recoverability in addition to serializability, and also avoids cascading 
aborts (Bernstein et al 1987). Assuming that strict 2PL is being used, one can show by 
means of an induction proof analogous to the one above that recoverability is retained at all 
levels, i.e., incomplete transactions can be undone and committed transactions can be re-

4 
4 

4 
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done. It follows that transaction atomicity and durability is guaranteed. However, that's not 
enough when transactions have long durations; one also want to support forward recovery 
of incomplete transactions after a crash (to avoid losing hours worth of work). Thus, the 
framework presented here should be enhanced by adding savepoints. This is discussed in 
(Anfindsen 1996b). 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The subdatabases of this paper are built on the conceptual foundation of Spheres of Con
trol, and provide flexible and powerful tools for cooperative work. SOCs can be of any 
size supported by the locking system of the DBMS, they can be dynamically created and 
manipulated, and they can be nested to arbitrary depths. Subdatabases can be implemented 
by moderate extensions to standard locking schemes, and are easy to use. Subdatabases 
could be useful in several application domains, e.g. engineering (Anfindsen 1996a). 

If word processors, graphics tools, or other end-user applications are extended with capa
bilities to interact with DBMSs that support nested databases, it will be possible to build 
powerful and easy to use teleservices. In particular, users will never be required to handle 
concurrency and recovery control in an ad hoc fashion, and they will never have to specify 
correct interaction patterns ahead of time (which is nontrivial). Instead, concurrency and re
covery are dealt with dynamically at run time, and end-users are only required to respond 
to changing situations by clicking on menu options or filling in simple forms. 
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